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TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

API – Application Programming Interface, a specification that defines how software 

components communicate with each other. 

 

ASP.NET – A free web framework that has been intended for building websites, apps 

and services using HTML, CSS and JavaScript as programming languages. 

 

Client – In networking client usually is the endpoint of communications which runs 

the service and queries the server via service provider for certain data. 

 

Cloud service – A service that is executed physically somewhere else than on user’s 

local workstation and is accessed via the internet. In practice this means that user is 

able to use service like this from any location supplied with a working internet con-

nection. 

 

CPU – Central Processing Unit, also referred to as a processor. Core hardware com-

ponent in computers that performs basic input/output operations and calculations. 

 

Devstack – A simplified installation of OpenStack that is based on scripts and can 

also be installed on a single computer, all services in one node. 

 

FreeNest – A part of SkyNEST project, team working environment that consists of 

several open source development tools. 

 

FTP – File Transfer Protocol, a standard network protocol that can be used to transfer 

files from host to another using TCP-based network. 

 

Git – A revision control and source code management system that has set its emphasis 

on speed. 

 

GitHub – A hosting service for Git projects. Offers free accounts and paid private 

repositories. 
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HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol, an application protocol that is the foundation of 

data communication for World Wide Web. It is structured text that uses logical links, 

hyperlinks, to provide access between nodes containing text. 

 

ICMP – Internet Control Message Protocol, one of the main protocols in Internet Pro-

tocol suite. Used by network devices to send error messages indicating exceptions to 

normal functioning. Ping is a common example of diagnostic tools using ICMP. 

 

ICT – Information and communications technology, general branch that consists of 

electronics industry, computer-related sciences and telecommunications. 

 

Instance – Within this subject instance usually means a single virtual server that op-

erates in a cloud environment. For example, user may establish an installation of sev-

eral physical servers with OpenStack to create a cloud environment that is based on a 

certain operating system. A single virtual machine working in this environment is 

called instance. 

 

IPMI – Intelligent Platform Management Interface, a standardized interface used by 

system administrators for management and monitoring of computer systems. 

 

IP-address – Address that is used for data transfer between devices in the network. In 

IPv4 standard addresses consist of four sections (for example 192.168.0.1) and in IPv6 

of eight sections (e.g. 2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334). 

 

JavaScript – A computer programming language originally developed by Netscape 

Communications. Most commonly used as a part of web browsers, handling commu-

nication with user and various types of other interaction. 

 

JMX – Java Management Extensions, a technology that supplies tools for manage-

ment and monitoring of applications, devices, system objects and networks. 

 

Latency – Used to describe delay between the input and output, usually used with 

network connections.  
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Linux – A definition group of operating systems that are using Linux-kernel, devel-

oped using Unix-based operating system. Distributed with open source licences and 

has been tailored for many different types of systems. 

 

MySQL – MySQL is a widely used open source relational database management sys-

tem. Several applications use MySQL databases and it is distributed under GPL li-

cence. 

 

NIC – Network interface card, a computer peripheral that connects and maintains 

network connections.  

 

Node – In cloud environment the servers maintaining the cloud are called nodes. Var-

ious types of nodes are for example controller, network and compute. 

 

Node.js – A software platform for networking and server-side applications. Applica-

tions are written in JavaScript and can be easily scaled. 

 

OpenStack – Open source software that allows the users to create a cloud service 

environment using various types of hardware configurations. This environment can be 

used for various tasks such as running virtual machines or providing storage space. 

 

Open source – Type of code that is being distributed under a license that allows it to 

be free and modifiable, usually under the condition that if code is modified, the 

changes and the original source codes must be accessible in some way so that every-

body has at least theoretically the means to achieve the same results. More accurate 

details depend on the details used in the license agreement. 

 

PHP – PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, a server-side scripting language that has been 

designed for web development. It is also used as a general-purpose programming lan-

guage. 
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PostgreSQL – An object-relational database management system, designed to comply 

with already existing standards and to provide extensibility. It is open source software 

and has been released under PostgreSQL License. 

 

Quota – Describes the amount of capacity or calculation power allocated to a certain 

service. In networking it usually also means the amount of data transfer that user is 

provided within a certain amount of time. Generally in cloud services the quota admit-

ted to a customer is defined by the amount of payment for usage, e.g. by paying more 

monthly the customer may raise the amount of data he is able to access. 

 

RHEL – Red Hat Enterprise Linux, a commercial Linux distribution mostly used in 

server computers. Developed by Red Hat.  

 

Server – A specialized and centralized computing unit with the purpose of providing 

services and controlling connections to Internet. Simplified, the Internet itself is a 

huge network of servers linked to each other via service providers. 

 

SkyNEST – Project that is a part of Cloud Software Finland and uses mostly students 

of JAMK University of Applied Sciences as employees. 

 

SLES – SUSE Linux Enterprise Server, a Linux distribution designed for servers, 

mainframes and workstations, developed by SUSE. 

 

SMTP – Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, a standard for e-mail transmission. Exten-

sively supported by email clients and services and also commonly used for mail trans-

fer between proprietary systems. 

 

SNMP – Simple Network Management Protocol, Internet-standard protocol for man-

aging devices on IP networks. Devices that support SNMP include for example rout-

ers, switches and printers. 

 

SQL – Structured Query Language, special-purpose programming language that has 

been designed for use in databases and management systems.  
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SSD – Solid-State Drive, a type of data storage that does not use mechanical parts or 

disks unlike traditional hard-disk drives. It uses integrated circuit assemblies to store 

data and has much higher performance and arguably better reliability compared to 

disk-based alternatives. 

 

SSH – Secure Shell is a network protocol for secure data communication and also 

allows remote features, such as login and command execution. It uses secure channel 

to connect a server and a client running respective programs. 

 

TCP – Transmission Control Protocol (also TCP/IP), part of Internet Protocol suite 

and a protocol that web browsers use when they connect to other servers. 

 

Telnet – A network protocol used on the Internet and local area networks for commu-

nication.  

 

UI – User Interface. A term used to describe how user interacts with the service and 

applies commands and changes to it. Most usually used in conjunction with graphical 

layouts and usually has its own design teams to improve usability. 

 

Unix – An operating system initially released in 1973. Unix is the basis for many cur-

rent operating systems, such as Linux and Mac OS variants. 

 

Uptime – A term most commonly used when talking about server computers. Defines 

the amount of time that a computer has been constantly powered up without being 

interrupted. Being shut down for some reason resets the uptime counter. 

 

Virtual machine – A computer that basically exists only in digital form. In other 

words, it is a machine with a hardware definition; however, it has been defined by 

another computer. It needs actual physical computer to exist but one physical comput-

er can be used for running several virtual machines at the same time. Running several 

virtual machines at once is usually very processor-intensive task. 
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XMPP – Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol. A communications protocol 

based on XML and designed to be extensible. Has been used for numerous purposes, 

such as file transfer and social networking services. 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND THESIS OBJECTIVES 

1.1 Introduction 

SkyNEST was a project within JAMK University of Applied Sciences that was mostly 

carried out with student workforce and is a part of Cloud Software Finland. The bene-

fits of using students as employees in a project are, for example using the various tal-

ents among different people to form teams that get along together well and also create 

one larger team for project purposes. Practical example of this way of working would 

be suggestions from other teams to feature a team that finally executes the changes to 

the environment after thinking and planning for the most efficient way. One particular 

benefit in the project to help with understanding the development environment is actu-

ally to use the tools under development for reporting and working at the same time. 

This provides much better understanding of the actual usage of the environment and 

prevents coders from ignoring problems that actually hinder the overall usability.  

 

The users could also be seen as testers at the same time in this case. As a project 

where teams change frequently it is important to have some kind of product develop-

ment cycle that allows new teams to efficiently carry on where the previous ones left 

off. One particularly important method to allow this cycle to work is documentation. It 

also helps team members working at the same time to have a better insight on other 

team members’ work. Other important tools for controlling the efficiency while lead-

ing the project are Lean and Agile; these will, however, be left out since they are not 

an essential part of this thesis work. 

 

The idea of writing the bachelor’s thesis on billing systems within OpenStack came 

from Marko Rintamäki, the long-time leader of the SkyNEST project and Cloud 

Software program that SkyNEST was a part of. The author joined the project in Sep-

tember 2012 as an intern, being basically the only worker specialized mostly in net-

working, as other workers were more software development oriented students. This 

sometimes proved to be an asset; however, much better coding skills would have been 

an asset in this project. Luckily the work carried out was not very dependent on the 

ability to code; therefore, the internship time was productive, including configurations 

and modifications for cabling and classroom switches, several OpenStack server envi-
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ronments, most of which were established by the author from the beginning, even 

though it must be admitted that when the knowledge how to deploy some version of 

OpenStack is there, its next update is usually not that difficult to establish.  

 

While being in the project the interest towards cloud computing has increased, and at 

the same time the interest in networking has somewhat diminished. When thinking 

about the future, this could most likely be a benefit when trying to find work and also 

provides an asset compared to graduates with networking specialization. 

 

 

1.2 Objectives of thesis 

 

The main objective during the thesis was to carry out some research of already exist-

ing billing systems on various cloud service platforms and to see how difficult it 

would be to establish a billing system based on OpenStack using tools already exist-

ing for the purpose. There were some functionalities lacking in OpenStack’s own tools 

for the job, and it was not be very easy to make a working entity from start to finish, 

especially taking into account the author’s limited ability to code and script. Thus, the 

study mostly concentrated in finding out what possibilities OpenStack’s API’s posed 

for getting information on instances used, and after that finding out if there was a sim-

ple way to parse the data extracted into file where it would be efficient and easy to 

deliver data for billing purposes. In the time given for thesis it was relatively clear 

there was no time for corporate-grade service suite for billing; however, considering 

that some of the software groundwork was already done with Ceilometer, the task to 

make a simple system based on scripts would not prove to be impossible. 

 

Due to extended time taken while working on thesis there were some changes that 

affected writing the thesis, such as version changes, inability to remember some de-

tails about the environment after longer pauses and structural changes in the project 

itself. To increase efficiency and eventually finish working on the thesis, author de-

cided to concentrate on some things as they were during the beginning of writing to 

save time. For example, several versions and updates have been implemented to 

OpenStack and its components even to the time this thesis is published, therefore 
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some details have been introduced in a more general method to avoid unnecessary 

blending among different software versions. 

 

2 BASICS OF CLOUD SERVICES 

2.1 Brief introduction to cloud computing 

The term “cloud computing” is sometimes difficult to determine, as there are so many 

different yet partially similar solutions and technologies that are related to the internet. 

One official view to this matter is from NIST Handbook which determines cloud 

computing using five essential characteristics. These are on-demand self-service, 

broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. This 

basically sets cloud services apart from other network services by leaving all the ser-

vice of cloud environment to service provider, requiring that the services are available 

regardless of networking device used and on technical level. The user’s actions while 

using the services have to be measurable, scalable and controllable at some level. 

(Mell, Grance, 2011) 

 

The term “cloud” itself usually has been explained as a system where several compo-

nents and services reside, but which has several forms that are not necessarily easily 

located physically or may be pinpointed exactly, as if a cloud would be surrounding 

the larger system to prevent majority of users from knowing matters that are not di-

rectly linked to simple working service itself.  

 

As of today, most cloud services used are provided by large companies with an exist-

ing palette of services that play well together and that can effortlessly be used online. 

The ideal benefit of using cloud services is that work and other computer-related mat-

ters can be continued even when transitioning between several devices, as if one still 

had the same device in use all the time. The most important benefit of this service 

model would probably be when using desktop computers divided across several phys-

ical locations, being able to synchronize the work already done in the first location, 

carrying on with it in a new location. It could be stated that having a small lap-top or a 

somewhat similar device makes using cloud services a little less revolutionary; on the 

other hand, other modern devices with some limitations, for example small physical 
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storage space can definitely benefit from data being accessible over the internet, with-

out the need for local copies of files.  

 

There is usually something in every branch of software development benefitting from 

open sourcing. In case of cloud computing, it can be mostly seen as several environ-

ments built upon a basic idea from some closed source service and bringing it to a 

community for more and larger possibilities of continuous development. The down-

sides related to this open source approach are usually related to support towards entry-

level users and as developers are usually loosely tied to a company they are working 

for, when compared with closed source variants, there is a larger possibility of bend-

ing deadlines and changing plans in the middle of certain product cycle.  

 

A downside for more experienced users in cloud services resides in the way cloud 

stores and processes data. When there is some problem with certain data, in most cas-

es it is impossible for the end users to know where their data is located physically in a 

cloud, as data is spread across several nodes. Usually even system administrators have 

a hard time trying to find out where certain user’s data is stored in a large cloud, so in 

rare cases where data is stored in a cloud and corruption or some other fault occurs, 

data may be irreversibly lost. That is why not even a cloud can always be relied on as 

the only place data should be kept safe. When used in addition to copies in another 

physical location, for example backup purposes, cloud computing offers great possi-

bilities for keeping files safe. 

 

2.2 Basic classes of cloud services 

 

SaaS, Software as a Service, is usually described as the highest level of cloud service 

infrastructure. It is also the lowest level of end user customization, most of the service 

controlled by service provider, easy to initialize - SaaS is intended to typical entry-

level users. When concerning security, responsibility for security is definitely on the 

service provider. The best example of a SaaS type cloud infrastructure service is 

Google Docs. 
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PaaS, Platform as a Service, mid-level of service architecture; hardware and operating 

system is provided by service provider, the rest is left for user to decide – PaaS is ide-

ally designed for system analysts, designers and such. Responsibility for security is 

distributed between the customer and service provider, after certain level service pro-

vider may only be able to provide tools for improving security. Good examples of this 

type of platform are Windows Azure and Google Apps Engine. 

 

IaaS, Infrastructure as a Service, presents the lowest level; it leaves plenty of room for 

users to customize the cloud service how they want, it is more difficult to use and ini-

tialize and it usually contains only network connections, disk space, servers and their 

maintenance. IaaS is mostly meant for IT professionals and other users that value cus-

tomizability and features over simplified usage. From security point of view, in IaaS 

the security among most of other functions usually falls into the hands of the user. 

Amazon EC2 is a good example of IaaS level service. (O'Neill, 2011) 

 

2.3 Basic structure of a billing system 

In order to understand and compare various billing platforms it is logical to start by 

taking a look at what the most usual methods and principles centered around billing 

system have in common. By forming an idea of a typical billing system it is easier to 

spot differences in services that deviate from the common pattern and aim to set them-

selves apart among competition. Even the basic structure of a billing system can be 

divided into several categories, showing the typical questions that billing system de-

signers have to face during the design and initiation of their service.  

 

Two most basic types of billing engines are hosting billing and telco billing. Hosting 

billing is basically subscription billing with a fixed amount each month on a single 

bill, compared to telco billing, where the billing is based on numerous meters and rec-

ords. The name comes from resemblance to practices that telephone companies have. 

This thesis mostly focuses on telco billing, due to fixed price billing being much sim-

pler subject because of less variables used. (Bligh, 2012.) 
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2.4 Payment model 

One of the basic problems in designing the billing system is how the customer is 

charged based on their usage of services resources (see Figure 1 for common payment 

methods). There is also an exceptional method of ad-based revenue model in which 

the revenue comes from advertisers rather than the users themselves; however, this is 

usually quite a rare model within cloud billing platforms due to expensive mainte-

nance costs. There would have to be loads of advertisements to cover the upkeep costs 

of the service in case there is loads of hard disk space and memory and other hardware 

components concerned. However, for example a trial version of a cloud platform 

could probably be well profitable using this model, provided that usage limits have 

been set strict or the trial period is time limited with no easy workaround to reset the 

timer.  

 

These same problems mostly exist with freemium service model, as cloud service in 

its most typical form is usually quite a simple and invisible service that consists of few 

easily measurable basic services. This leads to a problem where somehow limiting the 

service causes a severe deterioration in service usability and quality. For example a 

basic cloud service limited to a quota of for example 256 megabytes of RAM and less 

than a gigabyte of hard disk space is mostly usable only for brief testing purposes. But 

as even that amount of service provided has its maintenance costs, it is usually more 

profitable to keep testing services both time-limited and in low capacity.  
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Figure 1: Various payment methods  

(Netmagic site, 2014) 

 

2.5 What data is needed for reliable billing? 

Even though cloud service providers usually advertise their solution as a simple and 

carefree option, the system behind the users’ cost calculation may be in some cases 

very complicated (see Figure 2 for an example). In its most simplified form, the basic 

data needed for reliable billing consists of hardware that the customer is using as a 

backbone of his service platform, the amount of data that has been either transferred in 

and out of the platform or the capacity that user is allowed to access with his current 

plan. As of now, the billing in cloud systems is still searching for common standard 

that could be generally accepted as the basis for all systems.  

 

Currently there is still a lot of differentiation between the large service providers in 

their billing systems, but it is possible that in the near future as research information of 

systems gathers, the providers start moving towards more unified billing methods 

based on information gathered. When taking customer’s viewpoint, it is somewhat 

complicated to define what kind of service model is the most efficient without more 

thorough research, as the cost basically varies due to certain variables used in billing 

systems. Simplified, two different users may get a whole lot difference between the 
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costs of various cloud services due to differences in their ways of using the service. 

(Butler, 2013) 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of measurable components in cloud service  

(Dimension Data site, 2014) 

 

2.6 What software combination serves the purpose best? 

There are several things that need to be taken into account when choosing the best 

possible software for billing in company, and one of them is to evaluate how long it 

will take to implement the chosen billing system into use. Billing system has to be in 

somehow functioning order for company to successfully do business, and all the extra 

time that goes into prolonged implementation and solving issues in billing systems 

will cause loss of revenue in time. For starters, if subscription management is not core 

competency for the company designing the billing system itself, it would be the best 

choice to concentrate on systems that have some sort of customer support in case of 

problems. 

 

Another important aspect is the flexibility of the chosen billing system. As the compa-

ny evolves, there will most likely be changes in how the system needs to adapt to cur-

rent needs. If there is no flexibility in chosen service package to start with, the prob-

lems will most likely occur very soon, so it is primarily important to take services 

scalability and modifiability into account when making comparisons between availa-

ble options. In some cases there are also company regulations that need to be com-

plied with, and finding out about them and how they limit the options available is cru-

cial before making decisions between services.  
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In case the company already has some information systems that are needed to be im-

plemented with the billing system, it helps a whole lot if the system chosen is intended 

to work well with other already existing systems. Also if the service has allowed an 

access to API it is possible for more experienced workers in company to further modi-

fy compatibility between their existing software and the billing system of choice. One 

last thing to look into is how viable the vendor of software actually is. When looking 

at cloud billing services, this may be somewhat difficult issue to evaluate as there are 

basically no well-known companies that are providing the services, and most of these 

new companies that have focused their commercial efforts around these billing sys-

tems have not yet made a name for themselves.  

 

This issue will mostly resolve itself in time, as service providers that have issues with 

their customers and are not satisfactory among their competitors will not remain prof-

itable, and those that have done well in industry remain. Until then, the customer will 

have to choose the platform solely to fit their needs in billing and see how the service 

provider can cope with keeping the service maintained.  

 

As stated earlier, choosing a combination that can be scaled for all kinds of usage pur-

poses in this case is very difficult. If the user is experienced in using scripts and cer-

tainly knows what he is doing and does not need support other than developer docu-

mented manuals, the most modifiable and basic solution for billing would be using 

OpenStack’s Ceilometer API combined with simple third party project like 

BillingStack (see chapter 5.1). However, as BillingStack is itself somewhat in pro-

gress, it should be definitely noted that a self-established billing system using only 

these API-based options is only recommended for those that really understand what 

the code does and how to fill the blanks in certain points to make the system fit the 

purpose in question. 

 

The most simplified solution apart from services that themselves contain everything 

from the cloud services to billing systems and other services would be using Open-

Stack with a service that has been developed to allow easier usage, such as OpenBook 

by Talligent. 

(Primault, 2011) 
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3 EXAMPLES OF MAJOR BILLING IMPLEMENTA-

TIONS 

 

3.1 Amazon 

The work on the thesis was started by surveying already existing methods of billing 

among large providers in cloud services. A logical starting point was Amazon that had 

gained a strong foothold in cloud services with their EC2 platform. Their site was vis-

ited to find a separate FAQ section in which they provided insight into their principles 

of billing. There is no minimum value for purchase, and the user is charged directly 

per usage of virtual machines. The modifiers affecting how much user is charged de-

pend on the area where the virtual instance is being used and on the type of these in-

stances (Figure 3 for price calculator example). Virtual instance has several different 

options from which users can choose what kind of system is best for their purposes. 

Among the options are for example light, medium and heavy usage, and as for operat-

ing systems Linux, RHEL (Red Hat Enterprise Linux), SLES (SUSE Linux Enterprise 

Server) and Windows are available. In case customers choose Windows, they can also 

select service templates to be installed, e.g. SQL (Structured Query Language) if 

needed. Finally, the amount of hard disk space is chosen. Additional services include 

elastic IP addresses and CloudWatch that is separately billed due to having several 

variations of its own. The site even contains a calculator that can be used to estimate 

user’s monthly billing costs based on current usage. (AWS Billing FAQs, 2013) 

 

For testing purposes Amazon currently provides AWS Free Tier option that includes 

750 hours of Linux and Windows Micro Instances each month for one year. As this 

option is quite limited it is obviously best used for getting used to Amazon’s cloud 

environment and comparison between competing platforms, but free version for test-

ing is of course always a welcome option. However as usually in this kind of testing 

periods, users’ billing address and credit card information is required when registering 

for free AWS account, so in case user happens to exceed limits sets to free AWS ac-

count, he will be billed according to amount of exceeding usage.  
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Figure 3: AWS price calculator  

(ScienceLogic Blog, 2011) 

 

3.2 Rackspace 

Rackspace also charges their users based on the usage of their servers. The billing 

cycle of 30 days begins on the day when the service has been activated. The exception 

to this usage billing rule are services called Cloud Services and Cloud Load Balancers. 

These two types of services are billed based on uptime, independent of the time being 

actually used. Therefore, if user has activated these services, they are constantly being 

billed from the time of being activated onward. Various templates of service provided 

by Rackspace are Cloud Servers, Cloud Load Balancers, Cloud Sites and Cloud Files, 

each with their own billing principles and calculators for overall cost. (Rackspace 

Support, 2013) 
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The three main service variations Rackspace provides are Public Cloud, Managed 

Hosting and Private Cloud. Public and Private Clouds are basically limited to service-

only level and are built on OpenStack, whereas Managed Hosting also includes hard-

ware customized to customers’ needs. Rackspace is also trying to set itself apart from 

competing service providers by combining these three service variation in a single 

larger entity that is called Hybrid cloud. This combination basically allows the user to 

take all the benefits in different implementations of cloud environment and further 

customize the system for their own needs, to maximize performance, reliability and 

security. As the author had some experience working with OpenStack environment, it 

was quite interesting to see what one of OpenStacks creators, Rackspace had imple-

mented around OpenStack for its own commercial purposes. 

 

One key difference in getting a personalized cloud environment built on OpenStack 

from Rackspace and building one yourself is of course customer support. OpenStack 

being open source code definitely helps when in need of information; however, having 

paid for support provides a much easier method for troubleshooting cloud environ-

ment.  

 

3.3 DigitalOcean 

DigitalOcean provides a cloud service aimed towards developers and their goal is to 

make starting the use of service as effortless as possible. Their site states that SSD 

cloud server can be deployed in less than 55 seconds. The basic plans that              

DigitalOcean offers are called Pay-As-You-Grow and their pricing ranges between 5 

and 80 dollars per month. The smallest plan contains 512 megabytes of memory, 1 

processor core, 20 gigabytes of SSD disk and a one-terabyte quota of data transfer. 

The largest plan consists of 8 gigabytes of memory, 4 processor cores, 80 gigabytes of 

SSD drive space and five terabytes of transfer quota (basic plans in Figure 4). There 

are also many plans exceeding these five basic plans they are not as visible on site as 

the basic alternatives. Only outbound transfer counts in bandwidth and once monthly 

transfer limit has been reached, every gigabyte transferred after this limit adds $0.02 

to monthly costs. DigitalOcean calls each of its virtual machines a Droplet, apparently 

based on the idea that large ocean is a sum of huge amount of drops. Droplets are 
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charged even when in powered-off state and they are billed once per hour. Digital-

Ocean has servers in US and Europe. 

 

 

Figure 4: List of DigitalOcean billing plans  

(DigitalOcean site, 2014) 

 

3.4 Azure 

Azure is Microsoft’s cloud platform that markets itself as fast and innovative service 

that supports plenty of different technologies, most notably many of Microsoft’s own 

standards and thus provides thorough end-to-end support for enterprises. Integration 

with Microsoft’s own already existing systems is a major benefit to those already con-

nected to compatible operating systems and services. According to Microsoft, 57% of 

Fortune 500 listed companies use Azure platform, and some notable customers in-

clude BMW, NBC and Toyota.  

 

A free one month trial was also provided at the time of writing this thesis, which is an 

obvious benefit to those willing to test the service themselves before purchase deci-

sion. Unfortunately, the research work for Azure was left for a late part on thesis, so 

there was not enough time to actually test the platform in practice. The advertised 

benefits of the service include support for ASP.NET, PHP, Node.js and Python as 

programming languages FTP, Git, Visual Studio and GitHub as tools for deploying 

services. 
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4 STANDALONE BILLING SERVICES 

 

4.1 Aria Systems 

Unlike previous services mentioned in this chapter, Aria does not provide the cloud 

platform itself, but only the tools for billing in cloud environment. As Aria’s service is 

less transparent and relies more on commercial methods of making the service known, 

it was more difficult to get detailed information on how their billing works than in the 

other cases. Still, there were some very useful principles mentioned and therefore it 

was important to mention how their method of billing works.  

 

When comparing Aria’s methods to other somewhat similar services, it becomes clear 

that Aria fully concentrates on promoting the benefits of keeping the billing system as 

a separate component from cloud system itself. This may have some benefits, such as 

the billing itself may be more freely customized according to clients’ needs, however, 

on the other hand ensuring the compatibility between this third party billing system 

and the cloud that is being monitored may be problematic.  

 

Like most other service providers, Aria’s method of demonstrating their service on 

their website is centered around slogans and taglines to highlight the issues they have 

paid special attention to. Somewhat comparable to Zuora’s approach, they also have a 

wide variety of materials on their site to support their approach. From the developer’s 

or administrator’s point of view, the most significant issue with Aria is that they have 

taken a slightly more commercial approach towards their billing system than most of 

their competitors. What this practically means is that even getting a hands on –

demonstration on their product requires providing Aria with some information and 

scheduling for a demo. At least for many of developers who have been working most-

ly with open source components, this kind of closed approach may be somewhat con-

cerning. 

 

Due to Aria’s commercial style approach the author mostly used their site for re-

searching material related to the topic and to pay attention to common partnering 

companies that like to work with projects on cloud systems. Resources on their site 

contained plenty of useful information for designing the billing process, such as in-
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fographics that systematically explains the questions needed to take into account when 

moving into a subscription-based model. As the cloud billing is itself quite new as a 

topic, most materials were focused around customer relationships and controlling rev-

enue. (Aria site, 2014) 

 

4.2 OpenBook 

The OpenBook billing platform by Talligent is a billing system that supports 

VMware, Virtual Bridges and Red Hat in addition to OpenStack. Their site is full of 

simplified slogans and it quickly becomes apparent that their system has been de-

signed with ease of use in mind. The simplicity is not even limited to their website, as 

their UI (User Interface) has been designed to contain the information in a simplified 

form and terms that are correct but not too complicated to understand.  

 

Even though Talligent markets their service as open solution, it seems that at least 

taking a look at their site more carefully reveals that they have taken many features 

into their platform and service model from more commercial solutions. To name a few 

examples, contacting the company to learn more about the service requires, at least 

that the time of writing the thesis, leaving contact information and scheduling a time 

for a demo on the product. Their site is simple and does not contain much information 

on the product itself, however, they have a separate blog where more information can 

be found. The blog is mostly focused around events that are being held on cloud ser-

vices. (Talligent site, 2014) 

 

4.3 Zuora 

Zuora provides their billing system for all sizes of companies across any industry. The 

method of billing can be chosen from several plans available (Figure 5 for invoice 

example). The payment periods available include up-front, monthly, quarterly and 

annual payments, and models one-time, recurring and usage based pricing. It is also 

possible to setup free trials, discounts and promotions. Zuora also supports a wide 

variety of payment providers in their ecosystem. They also provide different types of 

service aimed towards either SaaS or IaaS/PaaS service model companies. Zuora’s 

webpage has one certain advantage over most competitors of the same field; they pro-
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vide lots of material in their website to prove that their approach towards establishing 

a billing system is the right one. They have plenty of slogans and taglines too, but also 

many references to factual releases to back up their claims. As an example in the Re-

sources section they had at the time of writing a list of videos, whitepapers and webi-

nars on related topics. 

 

 

Figure 5: Example of Zuora invoice  

(Zuora website, 2014) 

 

4.4 MetraTech 

Metanga and MetraNet are cloud-based billing applications provided by MetraTech 

and they support Salesforce.com and other leading financial applications. MetraNet 

has pre-configured product catalog templates for AWS, Azure, Office 365, Smart-

Cloud, Cisco vBlock and Hosted Collaboration Services. Their MetraNet works with 

IaaS, PaaS and SaaS applications and it provides the means for more agile administra-

tion in cloud. MetraNet itself is built on metadata-driven architecture, allowing new 

services to be easily added and modified without compromising the usability. It also 

has the ability to implement the service by automatically creating data models, user 

interfaces and such using parameters defined.  
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The list of MetraTech’s partners includes many well-known companies, such as Fujit-

su, Oracle, PayPal and even the Finnish IT service company Tieto. Their site is well 

equipped with various information, including case studies, datasheets, infographics 

and other useful material of cloud billing. Of MetraTech’s services, Metanga is more 

aimed for simple cloud-based billing, whereas MetraNet provides a larger set of bill-

ing solutions directed mostly towards enterprises. 

(Metratech site, 2014) 

 

4.5 Other service providers 

To emphasize the large number of companies and services already working in the in-

dustry, the author has listed here in Table 1 other services that offer billing solutions 

for cloud services, but were discarded from having a chapter of their own due to lack 

of information or other reason. 

 

Table 1: List of other cloud billing providers 

Service provider Reason for discarding 

Spreedly Briefly mentions support for cloud-based 

platforms but no detailed information was 

available on brief period of research. 

CheddarGetter Has cloud storage provider Put.io as a 

customer but site does not specifically 

emphasize support for billing cloud ser-

vices. 

Fusebill In the features section, cloud-based busi-

ness is mentioned but no other specific 

cloud billing support is introduced. 

Chargify Cloud service –based companies called 

Panda and Vend are mentioned among 

customers, but cloud billing is not specif-

ically mentioned in service specifications. 

 

(Information gathered from services’ respective home pages mentioned in the refer-

ences section)  
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4.6 Comparison 

Due to many services offering similar features to each other, the amount of products 

included to this comparison (Table 2) is limited by their popularity and approach to-

wards code. 

 

Table 2: Comparison table on billing platforms 

Service Aria Systems BillingStack Openbook Zuora 

Proprietary/ 

open source 

Proprietary Open source Proprietary Proprietary 

Costs Customized 

for customer 

Free Customized 

for customer 

Customized 

for customer 

Pros - Several part-

ners within 

industry 

- Customizable 

 

- Supports 

several plat-

forms 

- Service mod-

els for com-

merce, billing 

and finance 

- Frequent live 

demos 

- Integration 

with other ser-

vices and cus-

tomer support 

Cons - Demo option 

requires 

scheduling 

- Installation 

and configura-

tion a bit tricky 

- Not much 

detailed infor-

mation availa-

ble without 

inquiry 

- API may be 

too complex 

for loads of 

small pay-

ments 
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5 TOOLS FOR BILLING 

 

5.1 BillingStack 

The author originally found out about BillingStack (Appendix 3 for installation in-

structions) because it was mentioned in a convenient location, in Ceilometer docu-

mentation as the lone project using Ceilometer API at the time of writing this thesis. It 

quickly occurred though that BillingStack had one very specific function that set it 

apart from other billing systems mentioned and had somewhat mixed impact to writ-

ing of this thesis.  

 

The author had originally ambitiously wanted to first take a look at how the APIs 

work in cloud billing services and Ceilometer in particular, and then, after learning 

how Ceilometer gathers data and processes user commands, to make a collection or a 

list of command scripts that makes commanding Ceilometer directly much easier. 

Then, if possible the author would even try to create an component of its own that is 

solely dedicated to the purpose of working as a messenger between the administrative 

level user that has need for data that can be used for billing, and the Ceilometer API 

itself. This BillingStack component basically is exactly the component that does all 

this. BillingStack functions by using simple Json commands to communicate with 

Ceilometer API and its documentation basically covers all the parties that a simple 

billing system contains. It could be said that this discovery saved the author a lot of 

practical work, however, it also caused a new problem in its wake; the practical study 

and actual, concrete benefit of thesis was still missing. 

 

BillingStack is an open source project that provides the user with various commands 

and scripts that can be used to fetch data to be parsed into form for billing purposes. In 

addition to OpenStack, it also functions with CloudStack or basically any other IaaS 

software stack system. Due to the open nature and simple methods how BillingStack 

works the creators have seemingly aimed for a solution that can easily be modified for 

just about any purposes that revolve around billing, mostly because Json queries are 

well documented and there are no proprietary components used in its code. Documen-

tation for BillingStack is available in many forms and contact details, mailing lists and 

other usual contact methods to developers are available.  
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BillingStack’s architecture consists of two parts, pgp (PaymentGatewayProvider )/ 

pgm (PaymentGatewayMethod) and API. Pgp is a provider for processing the transac-

tion and pgm an alternative component for connecting to a payment method such as 

Visa or similar.  API is the standard interface for accessing various functions within 

the BillingStack system. BillingStack’s documentation was at the time of writing 

somewhat unfinished, so it is to be seen if the project continues more actively in the 

near future or if the developers have decided to leave room for more commercial solu-

tions and just allow their code and scripts to be used by those that are interested in 

continuing their work. At least the lack of recent commits in their GitHub seemed 

slightly troubling, however their domain at stacksherpa.com seemed to be much more 

informative than most of the other information on their product. 

(BillingStack documentation, 2014) 

 

5.2 Zabbix 

The author had previous experience on using and configuring Zabbix prior to writing 

the thesis, therefore it was a logical decision to include a short description when it was 

mentioned as a capable tool for gathering billing information. However, the purpose in 

which author used Zabbix previously was not strictly related to billing, but actually it 

presents a more general approach towards monitoring network. This included gather-

ing information from various devices in network and monitoring amount of data, up-

times and other useful information needed in optimizing the local network (user inter-

face in Figure 6). The author believes that having various components and configura-

tion tools for different metering purposes, Zabbix could be an efficient tool for gather-

ing data; however, according to the author’s personal experiences on the software, one 

major issue for inexperienced Zabbix user is its steep learning curve in the beginning.  

 

The user interface of Zabbix consists of multiple layers of tabs, and some settings and 

configurations have been placed irrationally. This may be just a problem with inexpe-

rience in using the software, however, a more simple user interface would save much 

time in finding the correct data when the purpose is as specific as only gathering cer-

tain data for billing the customer. Due to the general-purpose nature of the software 
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Zabbix probably has too many components that do not really benefit establishing a 

billing system, and those components that would be needed, could be easier to use.  

 

The methods for storing data used by Zabbix are MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, Ora-

cle, and IBM DB2, and its backend is written in C language while web frontend has 

been written in PHP. Zabbix provides several methods for monitoring networks and 

applications. There are direct checks for availability and responsiveness queries using 

standard services such as SMTP or HTTP. This method does not require components 

or software installed on the monitored host.  

 

The second usual method is monitoring the host by using a software agent that is in-

stalled on the host. This allows the user to reach statistics such as CPU load, network 

utilization and available disk space. As an alternative to installing agent software, 

Zabbix supports monitoring capabilities using certain protocols that have been gener-

ally designed for monitoring purposes. Examples of such protocols are SNMP (Simple 

Network Management Protocol), TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and ICMP 

(Internet Control Message Protocol) checks, IPMI, JMX, SSH and Telnet. Even real-

time notification mechanisms such as XMPP are supported. In establishing a billing 

system most of these methods could be used, however, the best options would proba-

bly be monitoring using agent software or specifically designed protocols. Direct 

checks using simple standard services would not likely provide the billing admin with 

enough information. Installing a user agent for monitoring would be possible provided 

that platform used fully supports necessary parameters that are needed for establishing 

a billing database. Using specifically designed monitoring protocols depends a great 

deal on the protocol in question and how well it is suited for its purpose on the com-

patibility side.  

(Zabbix site, 2014)  
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Figure 6: A screenshot of Zabbix user interface  

(Zabbix blog, 2012) 

 

5.3 Synaps 

Synaps is currently the only AWS CloudWatch compatible monitoring system. There 

have been no modifications to roadmap that can be found under OpenStack wiki and 

backlog tells that it is to be integrated with component called Heat that was added 

while in OpenStack Havana development cycle. Therefore it is safe to assume that this 

certain method of gathering information is still usable but due to its integration to oth-

er components, it would be more efficient to use the most recent versions of compo-

nents that Synaps has become part of. The latest information on Synaps is that it has 

been open sourced to the public and as there is no clear indication on Heat documenta-

tion that Synaps’s functions are fully initialized, the earlier versions of Synaps may be 

still usable if AWS CloudWatch support is needed. 

(Several writers, Synaps – OpenStack, 2014) 
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5.4 Healthmon and Stacktach 

As Healthmon (or Healthnmon) is a cloud resource monitor provided by HP, there are 

some issues in compatibility between OpenStack API and Healthmon, such as dupli-

cate data collected in both of these components at the same time. StackTach is a de-

bugging and monitoring utility designed for OpenStack developed by Rackspace 

Hosting. It can be scaled for use with multiple datacenters which may include multi-

cell deployments. The way how StackTach functions is based on OpenStack’s ability 

to publish notifications to a RabbitMQ exchange as they occur. This allows requests 

and logs to be centered into a single location. 

(Several writers, Ceilometer/CeilometerAndHealthnmon, 2013/ Several writers, Wel-

come to StackTach’s documentation!, 2014) 

 

 

6 INTRODUCTION TO OPENSTACK 

6.1 OpenStack 

OpenStack (Appendix 2 for several installation variations) is a cloud-computing pro-

ject based on open source code and is managed by the OpenStack Foundation. It has 

been released under the terms of Apache License and at the time of writing latest sta-

ble version is Havana, released on October 17, 2013. OpenStack has been planned to 

work with various device configurations to establish a cloud service environment. In 

this project the aim was to demonstrate specifically older hardware's capacity to estab-

lish a cloud server environment with low budget machinery. There has been some 

variation in results; however, in general computers of several years of age have yield-

ed surprisingly good results, provided that certain basic technologies can be found. 

The most important services needed for the computers are for example virtualization 

(Intel VT-x, for example) and hardware support for 64-bit operating systems. If hard-

ware only supports 32-bit operating systems, it also limits the bits of virtual machine 

run in the base hardware.   

 

Managing the OpenStack is currently best carried out with its graphical Horizon tool 

(user interface from Essex version in Figure 7). Horizon gathers OpenStack manage-

ment tools under a quite simple browser user interface so that all basic tasks can be 
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performed in the graphical interface. The UI itself works relatively well, the only 

cause for more significant problems is usually in the order of configurations and 

changes. For example, creating key pairs can be quite tricky in the middle of instance 

launch process. These certain prerequisites should be met before starting to create an 

instance, and it would help the users a great deal if there was something to help them 

to remember the order of commands. However, this is not a major problem, concern-

ing the users that usually have to do something with OpenStack. Also, when matters 

have been familiarized with everything starts to work quite effortlessly. Grizzly ver-

sion of OpenStack is currently used in this project, and it has been greatly improved 

from previous versions, at least in Horizon tools department. In the earlier state of the 

project when using the Essex version the developers were forced to create and use a 

self-made tool for creation of instances, because if an instance was terminated in that 

version of Horizon UI, the IP address that was forgotten to detach was permanently 

lost. 

 

Various software components currently used in OpenStack are Nova, Neutron (previ-

ously Quantum), Swift, Cinder, Horizon, Keystone, Glance, Heat and Ceilometer. 

Nova is the cloud controller and main part of an IaaS system and was also used for 

simple networking in earlier versions of OpenStack. Swift and Cinder are used for 

controlling storage, in a way that Swift contains objects and files spread across servers 

and Cinder provides volume blocks for use in compute instances. Neutron is more 

complicated and much more capable and customizable system for managing networks 

and IP addresses than its predecessor Nova. Horizon is the component for Dashboard 

tool that provides administrators and users with graphical user interface for adjusting 

settings, automating services, starting instances and so on. Keystone serves as a cen-

tral directory for user account information, Glance contains images that can be used 

for starting a virtual instance. Heat is a service introduced with OpenStack Havana 

and is used to orchestrate cloud applications from templates. The most important 

component for this thesis is Ceilometer, the telemetry service first introduced as a 

simple barebone version in OpenStack Grizzly.    

(OpenStack.org and documentation, 2013) 
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Figure 7: OpenStack user interface, Essex version  

(OpenStack site, 2013) 

 

 

6.2 Ceilometer 

 

Ceilometer project (see Appendix 4 for installation instructions, and Appendix 1 for a 

full list of measurement components) is a part of OpenStack, which has one simple 

purpose in larger system, to receive and control data to allow billing interface for vir-

tual instances running in the environment. The first project blueprint was frozen on 15 

December 2012, and from there on Ceilometer has been improved among the major 

updates of OpenStack. Occasionally there have also been bug fixing events to get rid 

of the largest bugs before remarkable releases. Currently Ceilometer is in a state 

where it is encouraged to be tested with DevStack tool and probably in the near future 

it will be properly implemented into OpenStack installation.  

 

The official release should have been during OpenStack Grizzly release; however, it 

still seemed somewhat experimental at that point. Most of the basic functions prom-
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ised were already there, however, only a small part of functions had somewhat been 

integrated with graphical UI and most of the configurations and getting data output 

had to be done by scripts. The documentation could also have been much better. How-

ever, if all the tools had been finished and fully working when the thesis was started, 

there would not have been much to research, and therefore the usefulness of this thesis 

for the project would have been less significant. List of all available meters in Ceil-

ometer is included in the appendices section and API architecture in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Grizzly API architecture  

(Ceilometer Developer Documentation, 2013) 
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7 SKYNEST PROJECT 

 

7.1 Earlier work within project 

While thinking for a proper subject for a thesis the author was presented with several 

different theses that had been previously completed for the project. These studies in-

cluded “OpenStack infrastructure monitoring” by Joonas Suuronen and “Configu-

ration management of FreeNEST cloud services” by Ossi Rantapuska. Marko 

Kaunismäki’s thesis also benefitted this research paper, he being a person who had 

also been working in SkyNEST for his thesis work. His thesis mostly provided with 

useful definitions on understanding how cloud services basically work. During  The 

author’s time in the project there were also many other useful theses to be used as  

material for studying the environment and implementation of software, however, these 

particular ones were the closest to this project work in the cloud environment.  

 

As it happened, Cloud Software project was interested in researching the possibilities 

of building a billing system within OpenStack. This was, after all, very close to the 

author’s own working field as a networking specialist. Before I given a subject for this 

thesis work certain requirements were defined that should be completed while doing 

the thesis. Most importantly, the previous studies conducted about this topic had laid a 

basic groundwork to implement something practically and turn the previous theoreti-

cal research work into something actually working. Being a networking student with 

somewhat lacking skills of coding and not much experience in scripting, the idea of 

implementing a system for billing sounded somewhat difficult, and the fact that 

OpenStack’s Ceilometer component was far from complete did not help much. Never-

theless, as this was an interesting subject beneficial for the project, the author decided 

to accept this subject as a thesis project. 

 

7.2 History of SkyNEST testing environment 

During the author’s time in the project there were several different hardware configu-

rations available with a goal to provide a proof of concept type environment for test-

ing and troubleshooting. Several students worked on the environment during the be-

ginning of the internship in the project, and most of the working time went into im-
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proving the tools of maintaining the environment, and mastering the commands to 

maintain the cloud. At that time the OpenStack version in use was called Essex (see 

Table 3). Probably the largest problem with Essex had to do with the use of floating IP 

addresses. The team was not entirely sure if the functionality Essex provided was a 

bug or if the team ran out of time to implement better connections to instances when 

using the graphical interface. However, when using graphical user interface, called 

Dashboard in OpenStack, while terminating an instance with a given floating IP ad-

dress, Dashboard did not release the IP mapped to instance being terminated. This led 

into a problem where the mapped IP address was mystically lost. It could not be 

mapped to another instance and also, it could not be released after the instance at-

tached to it was already terminated.  

 

Table 3: OpenStack version history as of April 2014 

(OpenStack site, 2014) 
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When the testing environment was finally upgraded to Folsom, it was found out that 

the aforementioned issue had been fixed. This is the part when tools developed by the 

team to release the IP address through command line interface commands were basi-

cally abandoned when no longer needed. The tools developed used Fabric, Puppet and 

Chef functions to work and basically ran scripts that allowed the user to start several 

instances and while terminating them, it also released the floating IPs attached to in-

stances. This was somewhat tricky but necessary at that time to prevent constant loss 

of IP addresses while terminating instances.  However, the decision to later abandon 

the knowledge about these useful scripts as the termination functionality in OpenStack 

had improved in newer versions proved quite problematic later on.  

 

Because Folsom was moved to quite late because of being somewhat afraid of break-

ing already achieved level of stability with Essex cloud, the upgrade to the next ver-

sion, Grizzly, came quite quickly. After upgrading to Grizzly the small cloud team 

quickly noticed that functionality in Grizzly version was even further improved espe-

cially in graphical UI. A stable version of OpenStack Havana was released during the 

writing of this thesis, but the research needed for Ceilometer components was done on 

Grizzly due to extra time it would have taken to transform one of the cloud environ-

ments into new version and get to know the new environment in the middle of re-

search and testing work. 

 

7.3 Testing environment used for testing Ceilometer 

The current testing environment consists of three different cloud stacks, each of them 

established in a different way. The environment is known as the JunkCloud due to old 

hardware used in it, and it is pictured in Figure 10. As of writing this thesis, one of the 

environments is not in use due to an accident that happened during the summer; how-

ever, as these environments are mostly based on the same versions of OpenStack, 

there is no real necessity to have several environments running for the thesis purpose. 

As these environments have been established mostly as proof of concept, after   

SkyNEST Summer Factory the author was given mostly free hands in working with 

the environment the best way he saw fit to make research for his thesis work. Two of 

the environments were running on a 64-bit Ubuntu 13.04 Server, and one on a 12.04 

64-bit. The older version was used in one installation because the installation instruc-
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tions for this certain script had not been updated in a while and because it instructed 

the author to install it to 12.04 he decided to play safe and just obey. Also, because he 

already had two base systems with 13.04 on them there was no specific need for a 

third one.  

 

However, installing the basic configuration of OpenStack was just the beginning to 

get something done for the thesis. Luckily it was quickly covered because there was 

experience on it available from earlier work as an intern during summer. When enter-

ing Ceilometer matters became much more complicated. The first part on getting the 

Ceilometer working was of course the installation. Basically all of the environments 

established so far were compatible with Ceilometer; however, in order to save time it 

was reasonable to find the easiest way to get it working just to test first how it starts to 

work. As usually in open source environment, the documentations were somewhat 

spread across few different sites and some sources were more complete than others.  

 

However, the official and newest guides directly from OpenStack community were the 

best bet here, as one would expect. By following the guide some reasonable options to 

activate Ceilometer components for the OpenStack installations were detected. The 

manual installation consisted of several parts, including installation of database sys-

tem of choice, activation of several services and retrieving objects from already exist-

ing databases and configurations. For quick testing, there was luckily a much easier 

method to be found.  

 

Alongside OpenStack itself, a variation called Devstack exists. It is basically a simpli-

fied and stripped version of OpenStack that can be modified for various testing pur-

poses. One particular example of what Devstack can easily do and OpenStack cannot 

is establishing a cloud environment on a single computer. This can of course also be 

done on OpenStack; however, it is highly unlikely that making it actually work would 

not be easy. The Devstack works mostly on scripts and it just installs all the essential 

components on a single node, using the most simplified IP addressing schemes possi-

ble and the best of all is that all that user has to do is input a few lines of script to initi-

ate the establishment of environment.  
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Of course there are a few downsides, because an environment like this has not been 

designed from ground up to work on a single node. Devstack was very useful during 

the internship in the project, for the author during his exploration into the OpenStack 

itself, and during the mentorship to new workers when others were helped to learn 

what the author already knew. During other times Devstack was also used for testing 

issues and components that would not most definitely work straight away and needed 

testing in an environment where system failures would not lead to catastrophic conse-

quences.  

 

A much easier option to installing Ceilometer manually into already working cloud 

was to activate it using Devstack. In Devstack the activation of Ceilometer basically 

required only unstacking (temporary shutdown of cloud services), a few changes to 

configuration files that determine which services are started during establishment, and 

then running the stack script to get the cloud back up and running. After that, the Ceil-

ometer tool and user defined for it can be seen in graphical user interface and it can be 

called using scripts. Due to Ceilometer being in relatively early stages of develop-

ment, there was not yet much implementation to graphical user interface, and even the 

installation process was somewhat troublesome at best. However it was good to know 

that installation using Devstack was possible, as it did not require much rollback in 

terms of using the cloud environment itself and was very easy to reverse in case the 

user ran into some trouble after establishing the environment. 
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Figure 9: Testing environment used, OpenStack Grizzly and Ceilometer installed 

 

8 RESEARCH, RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

8.1 Research and testing 

After making plans on how to start working on the billing system it was necessary to 

start estimating the limitations that OpenStack API had and what data could be ob-

tained from the system. The first and easiest part was to take a look at developer doc-

umentations to find out the syntax and how to get certain parts of recorded data out in 

a certain format. As the data itself was in quite a challenging format by default, an 

online Json parser was used to get data output transformed into a more easily under-

standable format. During the research on OpenStack Ceilometer documentation the 

list of other projects using Ceilometer was studied. At the time of writing there was 

only one project on the list; however, this particular project proved to be very im-

portant. While making plans for the billing system research in the beginning, there 

were small hopes of being able to use OpenStack API so that there would be an easy 

way of bringing data accessible into graphical Dashboard user interface. The team was 
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somewhat disappointed that Ceilometer was still in such an early stage that there were 

only basic APIs accessible and all the data available for access had to be manually 

transferred into a parser to bring it into an understandable form (Output from online 

Json parser in Figure 11).  

 

 

Figure 10: Output from Json parser 

 

When the project using Ceilometer was studied more in detail it was realized that this 

certain project was already aiming to do the things that the thesis was trying to do. If 

there had been a simple way of implementing this data directly into graphical interface 

that would definitely have been the way this project could have done it. This project 

called BillingStack had already done what was next in the research and testing part of 

the thesis. At this point the team was somewhat disappointed on the amount of actual-

ly beneficial work for the project as was originally intended.  

 

Using the data that BillingStack project had already gathered it was possible to make 

even more complete documentation for creating a complete billing system in the fu-

ture for OpenStack; however, at the moment several things indicate that OpenStack 

Ceilometer API is not yet mature enough for complete and fully functional billing 

system on itself, and for most administrators planning to establish a billing system, 

having an API as a basis for their own billing solutions is most likely just enough.  
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As Ceilometer clearly was a component originally intended purely for metering pur-

poses and not providing the framework for billing itself, it took a bit of extra time dur-

ing the research on thesis to understand what Ceilometer itself was capable of. When 

taking a look at Ceilometer schedules and version history, it quickly became clear that 

developers have also ran into problems that have set them back several times during 

the development process. If they had been able to follow the original timetable, per-

haps Ceilometer would already have been in a state where there would have been 

more finalized projects that could have been used as a complete billing solution re-

volving around OpenStack. As of the time of writing, however, there were some solu-

tions that could work in combination, however, not any kind of obvious solution that 

would combine all the best properties of having an open source platform combined 

with simplicity of use and loads of customization and properties for billing. 

 

8.2 Results 

The original idea for this thesis was to build a simple system for collecting billing data 

from Ceilometer API that had been recently implemented into OpenStack. However, 

the quick development cycle among open source projects quickly revealed one of its 

typical aspects to the author as he was preparing to start the practical work on billing 

infrastructure. The author found out about a project that had been using Ceilometer as 

its API, BillingStack, and quickly noticed that the work that they had been doing in 

their project was just about identical with what the author had been planning to do as 

his practical part of the thesis.  

 

So, to replace that part the most logical matter to attend to was to move into a more 

theoretical direction also in this part. What this meant in practice was to delve even 

deeper into general methods that various billing-based services used in their data col-

lection. The author needed to find out what data was exactly used for billing, where it 

was gathered and how. In this way the comparisons between differences among com-

petitive billing platforms could be made more easily and even though third party com-

ponents were used as part of a system, it would be easier to know about potential 

compatibility issues if the components themselves were well known. 
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8.3 Conclusion 

After the critical change in direction during the beginning of thesis, which involved 

finding out about how OpenStack API works and how BillingStack communicates 

with it, the general direction and goal of this thesis became more accurate. After all 

the most important issue to solve was to find out differences in various billing systems 

and the ways how they gather data from APIs. With this information it would be easi-

er to choose the best billing system or combination of several software components to 

establish upon. The research work was mostly centered upon the most popular releas-

es available, due to the fact that a larger user base usually leads to a more actively 

maintained software and bugs are reported more frequently. Also, if there is a large 

difference between various methods, it is likely that more popular software has at 

some point made decisions between various frameworks and has a justifiable reason to 

end up using a certain solution. 

 

In the end, several capable services were found that could be used for solving the mys-

tery that is optimizing the billing in cloud environment, but no simple, one size fits all 

–kind of solution did exist as of yet. As a result of thesis cloud billing systems were 

believed to be divided in two larger classes that set themselves apart from each other 

greatly; the open source and proprietary approach. Whereas the open source solutions 

were mostly built around OpenStack compatibility or other open source variant, the 

proprietary products were trying to stand out on their own as an independent product 

suite. Proprietary billing solution products had their sites filled with simple slogans 

and the details were typically hidden away from view, and finding out more about the 

actual product in action was limited to customers that were ready to schedule a demo 

for the product. Some exceptions were made, such as live demos on certain days, but 

mostly the difference between these two different approaches was clear. 

 

When this thesis work was close to being finished, SkyNEST had already changed 

into another type of project, however, it is still clear that cloud services are changing 

shape and reforming, and all the information that allows the cloud services to evolve 

and move forward helps finding unified and common models within the field. At the 

beginning of writing this thesis, billing in cloud service environment was very com-

plicated, and this thesis work will not change that, however, the author of this thesis 

hopes that simplifying this subject by disassembling it to smaller components helps to 
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understand better how billing systems work and what the options are for building a 

billing system at the time of writing. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: List of OpenStack Ceilometer measurement components 

(http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/measurements.html, accessed 

16.4.2014) 

Measurements 

Three type of meters are defined in ceilometer: 

Type Definition 

Cumulative Increasing over time (instance hours) 

Gauge Discrete items (floating IPs, image uploads) and fluctuating values (disk I/O) 

Delta Changing over time (bandwidth) 

Units 

1. Whenever a volume is to be measured, SI approved units and their approved symbols or 

abbreviations should be used. Information units should be expressed in bits (‘b’) or bytes 

(‘B’). 

2. For a given meter, the units should NEVER, EVER be changed. 

3. When the measurement does not represent a volume, the unit description should always 

described WHAT is measured (i.e.: apples, disk, routers, floating IPs, etc.). 

4. When creating a new meter, if another meter exists measuring something similar, the 

same units and precision should be used. 

5. Meters and samples should always document their units in Ceilometer (API and Docu-

mentation) and new sampling code should not be merged without the appropriate docu-

mentation. 

Dimension Unit Abbreviations Note 

None N/A   Dimension-less variable 

Volume byte B   

Time seconds s   

Here are the meter types by components that are currently implemented: 

Compute (Nova) 

All meters are related to the guest machine, not the host. 

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/measurements.html
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Name Type* Unit Resource 
Origin

** 

Supp

ort**

* 

Note 

instance g instance inst ID both 1, 2, 3 
Existence of 

instance 

instance:<type> g instance inst ID both 1, 2, 3 

Existence of 

instance 

<type> (open-

stack types) 

memory g MB inst ID n 1, 2 

Volume of 

RAM allocat-

ed in MB 

memory.usage g MB inst ID p 3 

Volume of 

RAM used in 

MB 

cpu c ns inst ID p 1, 2 
CPU time 

used 

cpu_util g % inst ID p 1, 2, 3 
Average CPU 

utilisation 

vcpus g vcpu inst ID n 1, 2 
Number of 

VCPUs 

disk.read.requests c request inst ID p 1, 2 
Number of 

read requests 

disk.read.requests.rate g 
request/

s 
inst ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

of read re-

quests per 

second 

disk.write.requests c request inst ID p 1, 2 
Number of 

write requests 

disk.write.requests.rate g 
request/

s 
inst ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

of write re-

quests per 

second 

disk.read.bytes c B inst ID p 1, 2 
Volume of 

reads in B 

disk.read.bytes.rate g B/s inst ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

of reads in B 

per second 

disk.write.bytes c B inst ID p 1, 2 
Volume of 

writes in B 

disk.write.bytes.rate g B/s inst ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average vol-

ume of writes 

in B per sec-

ond 

disk.root.size g GB inst ID n 1, 2 
Size of root 

disk in GB 

disk.ephemeral.size g GB inst ID n 1, 2 
Size of 

ephemeral 
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Name Type* Unit Resource 
Origin

** 

Supp

ort**

* 

Note 

disk in GB 

network.incoming.byte

s 
c B iface ID p 1, 2 

Number of 

incoming 

bytes on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.incoming.byte

s.rate 
g B/s iface ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

per sec of 

incoming 

bytes on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.outgoing.bytes c B iface ID p 1, 2 

Number of 

outgoing 

bytes on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.outgoing.bytes

.rate 
g B/s iface ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

per sec of 

outgoing 

bytes on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.incoming.pack

ets 
c packet iface ID p 1, 2 

Number of 

incoming 

packets on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.incoming.pack

ets.rate 
g packet/s iface ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

per sec of 

incoming 

packets on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.outgoing.pack

ets 
c packet iface ID p 1, 2 

Number of 

outgoing 

packets on a 

VM network 

interface 

network.outgoing.pack

ets.rate 
g packet/s iface ID p 1, 2, 3 

Average rate 

per sec of 

outgoing 

packets on a 

VM network 

interface 
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Legend: 

* 

[g]: gauge 

[c]: cumulative 

** 

[p]: pollster 

[n]: notification 

*** 

[1]: Libvirt support 

[2]: HyperV support 

[3]: Vsphere support 

Contributors are welcome to extend other virtualization backends’ meters or complete the existing 

ones. 

The meters below are related to the host machine. 

By default, Nova will not collect the following meters related to the host compute node machine. 

Nova option ‘compute_monitors = ComputeDriverCPUMonitor’ should be set in nova.conf to 

enable meters. 

Name Type Unit 
Resour

ce 
Origin Note 

compute.node.cpu.frequency Gauge MHz host ID notification 
CPU 

frequency 

compute.node.cpu.kernel.time Cumulative ns host ID notification 
CPU 

kernel time 

compute.node.cpu.idle.time Cumulative ns host ID notification 
CPU idle 

time 

compute.node.cpu.user.time Cumulative ns host ID notification 
CPU user 

mode time 

compute.node.cpu.iowait.time Cumulative ns host ID notification 
CPU I/O 

wait time 
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Name Type Unit 
Resour

ce 
Origin Note 

com-

pute.node.cpu.kernel.percent 
Gauge % host ID notification 

CPU 

kernel 

percentage 

compute.node.cpu.idle.percent Gauge % host ID notification 
CPU idle 

percentage 

compute.node.cpu.user.percent Gauge % host ID notification 

CPU user 

mode 

percentage 

com-

pute.node.cpu.iowait.percent 
Gauge % host ID notification 

CPU I/O 

wait per-

centage 

compute.node.cpu.percent Gauge % host ID notification 
CPU 

utilization 

Network (Neutron) 

Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

network Gauge network netw ID notification Existence of network 

network.create Delta network netw ID notification 
Creation requests for this 

network 

network.update Delta network netw ID notification 
Update requests for this 

network 

subnet Gauge subnet subnt ID notification Existence of subnet 

subnet.create Delta subnet subnt ID notification 
Creation requests for this 

subnet 

subnet.update Delta subnet subnt ID notification 
Update requests for this 

subnet 

port Gauge port port ID notification Existence of port 

port.create Delta port port ID notification 
Creation requests for this 

port 

port.update Delta port port ID notification 
Update requests for this 

port 

router Gauge router rtr ID notification Existence of router 

router.create Delta router rtr ID notification 
Creation requests for this 

router 

router.update Delta router rtr ID notification 
Update requests for this 

router 

ip.floating Gauge ip ip ID both Existence of floating ip 

ip.floating.create Delta ip ip ID notification 
Creation requests for this 

floating ip 

ip.floating.update Delta ip ip ID notification 
Update requests for this 

floating ip 

Image (Glance) 

Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

image Gauge image image ID both 
Image polling -> it (still) ex-

ists 
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Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

image.size Gauge B image ID both Uploaded image size 

image.update Delta image image ID notification 
Number of update on the 

image 

image.upload Delta image image ID notification 
Number of upload of the im-

age 

image.delete Delta image image ID notification 
Number of delete on the im-

age 

image.download Delta B image ID notification Image is downloaded 

image.serve Delta B image ID notification Image is served out 

Volume (Cinder) 

Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

volume Gauge volume vol ID notification Existence of volume 

volume.size Gauge GB vol ID notification Size of volume 

Make sure Cinder is properly configured first: see Installing Manually. 

Object Storage (Swift) 

Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

storage.objects Gauge object store ID pollster 
Number of 

objects 

storage.objects.size Gauge B store ID pollster 
Total size of 

stored objects 

storage.objects.containers Gauge container store ID pollster 
Number of 

containers 

storage.objects.incoming.

bytes 
Delta B store ID 

notificati

on 

Number of 

incoming 

bytes 

storage.objects.outgoing.b

ytes 
Delta B store ID 

notificati

on 

Number of 

outgoing 

bytes 

storage.api.request Delta request store ID 
notificati

on 

Number of 

API requests 

against swift 

storage.containers.objects Gauge object 
str 

ID/cont 
pollster 

Number of 

objects in 

container 

storage.containers.objects.

size 
Gauge B 

str 

ID/cont 
pollster 

Total size of 

stored objects 

in container 

In order to use storage.objects.incoming.bytes and storage.outgoing.bytes, one must configure 

Swift as described in Installing Manually. Note that they may not be updated right after an up-

load/download, since Swift takes some time to update the container properties. 

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/install/manual.html#installing-manually
http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/install/manual.html#installing-manually
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Orchestration (Heat) 

Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

stack.create Delta stack stack ID notification 
Creation requests for a stack suc-

cessful 

stack.update Delta stack stack ID notification 
Updating requests for a stack suc-

cessful 

stack.delete Delta stack stack ID notification 
Deletion requests for a stack suc-

cessful 

stack.resume Delta stack stack ID notification 
Resuming requests for a stack 

successful 

stack.suspend Delta stack stack ID notification 
Suspending requests for a stack 

successful 

To enable Heat notifications configure Heat as described in Installing Manually. 

Energy (Kwapi) 

Name Type Unit Resource Origin Note 

energy Cumulative kWh probe ID pollster Amount of energy 

power Gauge W probe ID pollster Power consumption 

Network (From SDN Controller) 

These meters based on OpenFlow Switch metrics. In order to enable these meters, each driver 

needs to be configured. 

Meter Type Unit 
Resou

rce 
Origin Note 

switch Gauge switch 
switch 

ID 
pollster Existence of switch 

switch.port Gauge port 
switch 

ID 
pollster Existence of port 

switch.port.receive.pack

ets 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster Received Packets 

switch.port.transmit.pack

ets 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster 

Transmitted 

Packets 

switch.port.receive.bytes Cumulative B 
switch 

ID 
pollster Received Bytes 

switch.port.transmit.byte

s 
Cumulative B 

switch 

ID 
pollster Transmitted Bytes 

switch.port.receive.drops Cumulative packet 
switch 

ID 
pollster Receive Drops 

switch.port.transmit.drop

s 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster Transmit Drops 

switch.port.receive.error

s 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster Receive Errors 

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/install/manual.html#installing-manually
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Meter Type Unit 
Resou

rce 
Origin Note 

switch.port.transmit.erro

rs 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster Transmit Errors 

switch.port.receive.fram

e_error 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster 

Receive Frame 

Alignment Errors 

switch.port.receive.overr

un_error 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster 

Receive Overrun 

Errors 

switch.port.receive.crc_e

rror 
Cumulative packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster 

Receive CRC 

Errors 

switch.port.collision.cou

nt 
Cumulative count 

switch 

ID 
pollster Collisions 

switch.table Gauge table 
switch 

ID 
pollster Duration of Table 

switch.table.active.entrie

s 
Gauge entry 

switch 

ID 
pollster Active Entries 

switch.table.lookup.pack

ets 
Gauge packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster Packet Lookups 

switch.table.matched.pac

kets 
Gauge packet 

switch 

ID 
pollster Packet Matches 

switch.flow Gauge flow 
switch 

ID 
pollster Duration of Flow 

switch.flow.duration.sec

onds 
Gauge s 

switch 

ID 
pollster Duration(seconds) 

switch.flow.duration.nan

oseconds 
Gauge ns 

switch 

ID 
pollster 

Duration(nanoseco

nds) 

switch.flow.packets Cumulative packet 
switch 

ID 
pollster Received Packets 

switch.flow.bytes Cumulative B 
switch 

ID 
pollster Received Bytes 

Dynamically retrieving the Meters via ceilometer client 

To retrieve the available meters that can be queried given the actual resource instances available, 

use the meter-list command: 

$ ceilometer meter-list -s openstack 

+------------+-------+--------------------------------------+---------+----------------------------------

+ 

| Name       | Type  | Resource ID                          | User ID | Project ID                       | 

+------------+-------+--------------------------------------+---------+----------------------------------

+ 
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| image      | gauge | 09e84d97-8712-4dd2-bcce-45970b2430f7 |         | 

57cf6d93688e4d39bf2fe3d 
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Appendix 2: Methods for installing OpenStack 

Method 1: Official OpenStack documentation, manual 

http://docs.openstack.org/grizzly/openstack-compute/install/apt/content/ 

 

Method 2: mseknibilel’s method (multi node/ single node), manual 

https://github.com/mseknibilel/OpenStack-Grizzly-Install-Guide 

 

Method 3:  jedipunkz’s method, scripted 

https://github.com/jedipunkz/openstack_grizzly_install

http://docs.openstack.org/grizzly/openstack-compute/install/apt/content/
https://github.com/mseknibilel/OpenStack-Grizzly-Install-Guide
https://github.com/jedipunkz/openstack_grizzly_install
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Appendix 3: Installing BillingStack manually 

(http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/install/manual.html, accessed 3.5.2014) 

Common Steps 

Note 

The below operations should take place underneath your <project>/etc folder. 

1. Install system package dependencies (Ubuntu): 

2. $ apt-get install python-pip python-virtualenv 

3. $ apt-get install rabbitmq-server mysql-server 

$ apt-get build-dep python-lxml 

4. Clone the BillingStack repo off of Github: 

5. $ git clone https://github.com/billingstack/billingstack.git 

$ cd billingstack 

6. Setup virtualenv: 

Note 

This is to not interfere with system packages etc. 

$ virtualenv –no-site-packages .venv $ . .venv/bin/activate 

4. Install BillingStack and it’s dependencies: 

5. $ pip install -rtools/setup-requires -rtools/pip-requires -rtools/pip-options 

$ python setup.py develop 

Copy sample configs to usable ones, inside the etc folder do: 

$ ls *.sample | while read f; do cp $f $(echo $f | sed "s/.sample$//g"); done 

Installing Central 

Note 

This is needed because it is the service that the API and others uses to communicate 

with to do stuff in the Database. 

1. See Common Steps before proceeding. 

2. Configure the central service: 

Change the wanted configuration settings to match your environment, the file is in 

the etc folder: 

$ vi etc/billingstack.conf 

Refer to the configuration file for details on configuring the service. 

3. Create the DB for central: 

http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/install/manual.html
http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/install/manual.html#common-steps
http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/glossary.html#term-central
http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/glossary.html#term-central
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$ python tools/resync_billingstack.py 

4. Now you might want to load sample data for the time being: 

$ python tools/dev_samples.py 

5. Start the central service: 

$ billingstack-central 

Installing the API 

Note 

The API Server needs to able to talk via MQ to other services. 

1. See Common Steps before proceeding. 

2. Configure the api service: 

Change the wanted configuration settings to match your environment, the file is in 

the etc folder: 

$ vi billingstack.conf 

Refer to the configuration file for details on configuring the service. 

3. Start the API service: 

$ billingstack-api 

 

http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/install/manual.html#common-steps
http://billingstack.readthedocs.org/en/latest/glossary.html#term-api
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Appendix 4: Installing Ceilometer 

(http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/install/manual.html, accessed 

4.5.2014, included only until installing the collector because the necessity of follow-

ing parts depend on the build used) 

 

Installing Manually 

Storage Backend Installation 

This step is a prerequisite for the collector, notification agent and API services. You may use one 

of the listed database backends below to store Ceilometer data. 

Note 

  

Please notice, MongoDB (and some other backends like DB2 and HBase) require pymongo to be 

installed on the system. The required minimum version of pymongo is 2.4. 

MongoDB 

The recommended Ceilometer storage backend is MongoDB. Follow the instructions to install 

the MongoDB package for your operating system, then start the service. The required minimum 

version of MongoDB is 2.4. 

To use MongoDB as the storage backend, change the ‘database’ section in ceilometer.conf as fol-

lows: 

[database] 

connection = mongodb://username:password@host:27017/ceilometer 

SQLalchemy-supported DBs 

You may alternatively use MySQL (or any other SQLAlchemy-supported DB likePostgreSQL). 

In case of SQL-based database backends, you need to create a ceilometer database first and then 

initialise it by running: 

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/install/manual.html
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/pymongo/
http://www.mongodb.org/
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ceilometer-dbsync 

To use MySQL as the storage backend, change the ‘database’ section in ceilometer.conf as fol-

lows: 

[database] 

connection = mysql://username:password@host/ceilometer?charset=utf8 

HBase 

HBase backend is implemented to use HBase Thrift interface, therefore it is mandatory to have the 

HBase Thrift server installed and running. To start the Thrift server, please run the following 

command: 

${HBASE_HOME}/bin/hbase thrift start 

The implementation uses HappyBase, which is a wrapper library used to interact with HBase via 

Thrift protocol. You can verify the thrift connection by running a quick test from a client: 

import happybase 

 

conn = happybase.Connection(host=$hbase-thrift-server, port=9090, table_prefix=None) 

print conn.tables() # this returns a list of HBase tables in your HBase server 

Note 

  

HappyBase version 0.5 or greater is required. Additionally, version 0.7 is not currently supported. 

In case of HBase, the needed database tables (project, user, resource, meter, alarm,alarm_h) 

should be created manually with f column family for each one. 

To use HBase as the storage backend, change the ‘database’ section in ceilometer.conf as follows: 

http://happybase.readthedocs.org/en/latest/index.html
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[database] 

connection = hbase://hbase-thrift-host:9090 

DB2 

DB2 installation should follow fresh IBM DB2 NoSQL installation docs. 

To use DB2 as the storage backend, change the ‘database’ section in ceilometer.conf as follows: 

[database] 

connection = db2://username:password@host:27017/ceilometer 

Installing the notification agent 

1. If you want to be able to retrieve image samples, you need to instruct Glance to send noti-

fications to the bus by changing notifier_strategy to rabbit or qpid in glance-

api.conf and restarting the service. 

2. If you want to be able to retrieve volume samples, you need to instruct Cinder to send no-

tifications to the bus by chang-

ing notification_driver tocinder.openstack.common.notifier.rpc_notifier and control

_exchange to cinder, before restarting the service. 

3. In order to retrieve object store statistics, ceilometer needs access to swift 

with ResellerAdminrole. You should give this role to your os_username user for ten-

ant os_tenant_name: 

4. $ keystone role-create --name=ResellerAdmin 

5. +----------+----------------------------------+ 

6. | Property |              Value               | 

7. +----------+----------------------------------+ 

8. |    id    | 462fa46c13fd4798a95a3bfbe27b5e54 | 

9. |   name   |          ResellerAdmin           | 
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10. +----------+----------------------------------+ 

11.  

12. $ keystone user-role-add --tenant_id $SERVICE_TENANT \ 

13.                          --user_id $CEILOMETER_USER \ 

                         --role_id 462fa46c13fd4798a95a3bfbe27b5e54 

You’ll also need to add the Ceilometer middleware to Swift to account for incoming and 

outgoing traffic, by adding these lines to /etc/swift/proxy-server.conf: 

[filter:ceilometer] 

use = egg:ceilometer#swift 

And adding ceilometer in the pipeline of that same file, right before proxy-server. 

Additionally, if you want to store extra metadata from headers, you need to 

set metadata_headersso it would look like: 

[filter:ceilometer] 

use = egg:ceilometer#swift 

metadata_headers = X-FOO, X-BAR 

Note 

  

Please make sure that ceilometer’s logging directory (if it’s configured) is read and write 

accessible for the user swift is started by. 

14. Clone the ceilometer git repository to the management server: 
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15. $ cd /opt/stack 

$ git clone https://git.openstack.org/openstack/ceilometer.git 

16. As a user with root permissions or sudo privileges, run the ceilometer installer: 

17. $ cd ceilometer 

$ sudo python setup.py install 

18. Copy the sample configuration files from the source tree to their final location. 

19. $ mkdir -p /etc/ceilometer 

20. $ cp etc/ceilometer/*.json /etc/ceilometer 

21. $ cp etc/ceilometer/*.yaml /etc/ceilometer 

$ cp etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf.sample /etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf 

22. Edit /etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf 

1. Configure RPC 

Set the RPC-related options correctly so ceilometer’s daemons can communicate 

with each other and receive notifications from the other projects. 

In particular, look for the *_control_exchange options and make sure the names 

are correct. If you did not change the control_exchange settings for the other 

components, the defaults should be correct. 

Note 

  

Ceilometer makes extensive use of the messaging bus, but has not yet been tested 

with ZeroMQ. We recommend using Rabbit or qpid for now. 
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2. Set the metering_secret value. 

Set the metering_secret value to a large, random, value. Use the same value in 

all ceilometer configuration files, on all nodes, so that messages passing between 

the nodes can be validated. 

23. Refer to Configuration Options for details about any other options you might want to 

modify before starting the service. 

24. Start the notification daemon. 

$ ceilometer-agent-notification 

Note 

  

The default development configuration of the collector logs to stderr, so you may want to 

run this step using a screen session or other tool for maintaining a long-running program 

in the background. 

Installing the collector 

1. Clone the ceilometer git repository to the management server: 

2. $ cd /opt/stack 

$ git clone https://git.openstack.org/openstack/ceilometer.git 

3. As a user with root permissions or sudo privileges, run the ceilometer installer: 

4. $ cd ceilometer 

$ sudo python setup.py install 

5. Copy the sample configuration files from the source tree to their final location. 

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/configuration.html
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6. $ mkdir -p /etc/ceilometer 

7. $ cp etc/ceilometer/*.json /etc/ceilometer 

8. $ cp etc/ceilometer/*.yaml /etc/ceilometer 

$ cp etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf.sample /etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf 

9. Edit /etc/ceilometer/ceilometer.conf 

1. Configure RPC 

Set the RPC-related options correctly so ceilometer’s daemons can communicate 

with each other and receive notifications from the other projects. 

In particular, look for the *_control_exchange options and make sure the names 

are correct. If you did not change the control_exchange settings for the other 

components, the defaults should be correct. 

Note 

  

Ceilometer makes extensive use of the messaging bus, but has not yet been tested 

with ZeroMQ. We recommend using Rabbit or qpid for now. 

2. Set the metering_secret value. 

Set the metering_secret value to a large, random, value. Use the same value in 

all ceilometer configuration files, on all nodes, so that messages passing between 

the nodes can be validated. 

10. Refer to Configuration Options for details about any other options you might want to 

modify before starting the service. 

11. Start the collector. 

$ ceilometer-collector 

Note 

http://docs.openstack.org/developer/ceilometer/configuration.html
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The default development configuration of the collector logs to stderr, so you may want to 

run this step using a screen session or other tool for maintaining a long-running program 

in the background. 

 


